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Introduction 
In order to determine optimal linear unbiased estimators for the mean of weakly 
stationary processes, the covariance matrix of the process (cf. [6, Chapter 111) is 
needed. Generally the latter is, however, not known from the data. For this reason 
(and because of its simplicity) the arithmetic mean is commonly used. It is optimal 
among all linear unbiased estimators if the sequence under consideration is uncorre- 
lated, and it is asymptotically optimal in the case of an absolutely continuous spectral 
measure, provided the spectral density is continuous, does not vanish at 1 and has 
at most finitely many zeros (cf. Theorem 2). 
The purpose of this paper is to suggest alternative mean estimators distinguished 
by high consistency and quick computation. Applying orthogonal polynomial tech- 
niques, we derive optimal linear unbiased estimators for the mean and investigate 
their consistency. For this we make no use of the covariance matrix directly but 
assume a known spectral measure. Implicitly, however, we do use the covariance 
matrix, since autocovariances and spectral measure are Fourier pairs. For several 
classes of spectral measures we calculate the optimal coefficients in detail: in two 
cases the given spectral measure leads to Jacobi polynomials, in two further cases 
(which describe AR(l)- respectively AR(2)-processes) the spectral measure leads 
to a subclass of polynomials studied by Bernstein and SzegS (see [13]). 
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Next we consider questions of asymptotic optimality for a wide class of spectral 
densities, viz. those which are continuous with finitely many zeros of finite order 
each, cf. Theorem 5. As a consequence for practical applications, we can give q + 1 
consistent estimators, the M”, -estimators, A = 0, . . . , q, for any weakly stationary 
ARMA( p, q) -process, among which certainly one is asymptotically optimal. Further- 
more, we can specify the order of convergence in each case. 
In the first section we have collected known results. The reason for this was to 
point out how the results of the following two parts generalize results by Grenander 
and Rosenblatt [5]. The second section contains the concrete form of the optimal 
mean estimators, whereas the third section deals with asymptotic optimality. 
1. The arithmetic mean 
Let (Xnlnd denote a weakly stationary sequence with mean M and spectral measure 
p E Mc( ( -T, T]), where Mb+(( - IT, T]) denotes the space of all regular positive 
bounded Bore1 measures on (-n, rr]. The spectral measure p is uniquely determined 
by 
.X 
d(n)= ein’ dp( t), 
-.X 
where d(n) = E(X,, - M)(X,, - M) denotes the covariance function of the process. 
The most general form of a linear unbiased estimator for the mean is given by 
M,, = ; &kxk with i &,k = 1. 
k=pn k=-n 
The mean square estimation error is given by 
(1) 
where 
B,(e”) = i Pn,k eik’. 
k=-n 
It is known that the arithmetic mean estimators %,, built up with j3n,k = 1/(2n + 1) 
play a special part (see [6, Chapter 111, or [3]). We give a short overview of known 
results concerning _?,,. Denoting by o,(e”) the Dirichlet kernel, the mean square 
error can be written as 
According to 
& D,(e”) = sin(i(2n + 1)t) 
(2n + 1) sin +t 
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we have lim,,, (1/(2n + l))D,,(e”) = xtO,( 1) pointwise for all f E (-IT, ~1 (x denotes 
the characteristic function). Lebesgue’s theorem of dominated convergence yields 
the consistency of the J&, provided ~((0)) = 0. Moreover, we can easily derive the 
following theorem (compare [6, p. 2081): 
Theorem 1. Let (X,,)ntZ be a weakly stationary sequence with mean M and spectral 
measure p on (-n, ~1. Then a consistent linear unbiased estimator for M exists, if 
and only ifp({O}) = 0. El 
Denoting by F,(ei’) the FejCr kernel, we have 
El&-MI’=& ; 
J 
&(ei’) G(f). 
Ti 
If 0 is not contained in supp p, the support of p, according to 
F,(e”) =-& ( sins(n+l)t 2 sin it > 
we obtain 
J 
Tr 
F,(e”)dp(t)+O asn+co. 
p?T 
Furthermore, if /1 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure 
on (-7~, ~1, say dp(t) = (1/(2n))f(e”) dt, and if 0 is a Lebesgue point forf(e”), i.e. 
lpll + Jl 
h f(eiT)+f(ep”)_L d7=0 
2 .f 0 
with a uniquely determined complex number L,, it follows by a theorem of Lebesgue 
(see [7, Theorem 3.21) that I”= F,(e”) dp( t) -+ LJ as n 3 co. Hence, we have: 
Corollary 1. If 
dw(t)=$j(e”) dt+dpu,(t), 
and if 0 is a Lebesgue point for f and ~~((0)) = 0, we have 
!l%(2n+1).E(7?,,-M(2=LP 0 
We shall now turn to questions of optimality. As we can see from (l), the problem 
of searching for the best linear unbiased n-step estimator Mz,, for the mean M of 
(Xl)ntz is equivalent to the determination of an element Bz,, E TA such that 
(2) 
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where Tf, denotes the set of all trigonometric polynomials B(e”) of degree less than 
or equal to n and with B(1) = 1. Provided that (supp ~1 =a, the solution of this 
problem is known [ 12, Theorem XXVI]. (The assumption in [ 121 that p is absolutely 
continuous is unnecessary.) In fact, setting 
I 
77 
h,(p) := min 
BET:, -- 
]R(ei’)12 dp(r), (3) 
we have 
EIM:,, - MI2 = L(p) = I 
/ 
kFO ](P&)]~, 
where the ((P~)~~~,, are the orthonormal polynomials of degree k with respect to I_L 
on T = {z E C: IzI = l} (with positive leading coefficients). Further the uniquely deter- 
mined trigonometric polynomial in (2) is given by 
B$+(e”) = &o(L) se-in’ j, cpk(l)cpk(e”). (4) 
The following theorem, which is known [5, 61, reveals the asymptotic optimality of 
the arithmetic mean for a wide class of spectral measures. However, we note here 
that in the derivation given in [5] there are inconsistencies, see [ll, p. 261. 
Theorem 2. Let (X,,)niL be a weakly stationary sequence with mean M and spectral 
measure 
dp(t) =&f(ei’) dt. 
Assume that f is continuous, f(1) # 0, and that f has at most finitely many 
jinite order each. Then 
zeros of 
Proof. The equation on the left is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1. 
Moreover, using (3) with B(e”) = (1/(2n + l))D,(e”) we have 
h,(p) =& (Kn *f)(l), 
and therefore, passing over to the limit n + co, 
(4 &(2n + l)A,(p) sf(l). 
Furthermore, the assumptions on f assure the existence of a trigonometric poly- 
nomial R of degree m E& with R(1) = 1 and such that IRl’/f is continuous. 
Proceeding as in the proof of [ll, Theorem 4.5.81, we get 
m IR12 is 
7 (e )F2n+2m(eis) ds (2n +2m + 1) 
-77 
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and this leads to 
(b) 
IPV 
1 s li_i(2” +2m + l)h,(/.L) ‘f (1). 
The combination of (a) and (b) yields the assertion. 0 
2. Best linear unbiased estimators 
We shall now assume that the spectral measure TV of (Xn)nrL is symmetric, i.e. 
p( -A) = p(A) for any Bore1 set A s [0, n]. As an immediate consequence, the 
minimizing polynomial Bz,,(e”) can be written as C,,(cos t) with a certain poly- 
nomial C,,(x) of degree less than or equal to n defined on the real axis. Thus 
transferring the minimization problem (2) from T to the interval [-1, 11, we can 
take advantage of the thorough investigation of orthogonal polynomials on [-1, 11. 
We define a measure v = V~ E M,‘( [ - 1, 11) associated with p, by 
v(B) := p({arc cos x: x E B}), B 5 [-1, l] a Bore1 set. 
If /1 is of the special form dp(t) = (1/(2n))f(ei’) dt, wheref(e”) =2ng(cos t))sin tl, 
then v,, is given by dv,(x) = g(x) dx. 
In addition to h,(p), we define 
X,(V) = min 
I 
’ ~W)(‘d4x), 
ccn;, -1 
where l7: is the space of all polynomials C(x) = Cz=,, ckx’ of degree less than or 
equal to n and with C(1) = 1. By (P,,)ncNO we denote the sequence of orthogonal 
polynomials on [ -1, I] with respect to vfi, normalized such that P,, (1) = 1. Setting 
/I 
I 
h”(n)= 1 P’,(x) du(x), 
-1 
we have 
X,(v)= 1 i h”(k), 
/ k-0 
and the polynomial Cz,, E IIf,, for which the minimum in (5) is obtained, is given by 
C:,,(x) = ki,, bn,kPk(X), 
where 
bn,k =/l”(k) i h”(k). 
/ k=O 
(7) 
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Moreover, C:,,(x) is uniquely determined (cf. [4, Theorem 7.31). Using the unique- 
ness of the minimizing cosine-polynomial II:,, on one hand and of C&(x) on 
the other, we can easily derive that 
Bz+(ei’) = Cz,,(cos t) and A,(p) =2x,( v). (8) 
Finally, if we succeed in deriving trigonometric representations 
P,(cos t) = i an,k e 
ikt 
, (9) 
k=-n 
the minimizing Bz,,(e”) in its explicit trigonometric form is given by 
%(e”) = kj_ Pz,k eik’v 
” 
with the coefficients 
(10) 
Computing the denominators of the coefficients bn,k in (7) becomes easier by using 
the ‘confluent form’ of the Christoffel-Darboux identity, 
t h”(k) = h”(n)a,a,(E,+,(l) - K(l)), 
k=O 
(11) 
where l/a0 is the leading coefficient of PI(x) and a, is the recurrence coefficient in 
P,(x)P,,(x) = a,P,,+,(x)+ b,P,,(x)+c,P,_,(x), see e.g. [8]. The identity (11) is a 
special case (x = 1, y + 1) of the ‘Christoffel-Darboux formula’: 
n 
1 Pk(X)Pk(Y)h”(k) = h”(n)&&o 
Pn+,(X)Pn(Y) - Pn(XPn+l(Y) 
(12) 
k=O X-Y 
If the orthogonalization measure v on [-1, l] is of the kind 
dv(x)=(l-x)“(l+x)P dx with a,@>--1, 
the corresponding orthogonal polynomials are the Jacobi polynomials P?“(x). 
Using the formulae 
(l-x)“(~+x)~ dx=2”+p+’ 
r( cr + l)r(p + 1) 
r(cZ+P+2) ’ 
(cf. [13, p. 68]), we get from (11) that 
(13) 
i h”(k) = h”(0) 
(~+P+2)“(~+2)” 
k=O (P+l),n! ' 
(14) 
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Keeping in mind that an essential improvement of the efficiency can be expected 
in the case where the spectral density function f(e”) satisfies f( 1) = 0 (see Theorem 
2), we first consider measures of the form 
dp(t)=c(l-cos t)^ dt 
withh>Oandc>O.WenotethatforA=1,2,. . . these spectral measures correspond 
to certain MA(q) processes respectively. 
Theorem 3. Let (Xn)ntZ be a weakly stationary process with mean M and spectral 
measure /1 of the form 
dp(t)=c(l-cos t)^ dt, with c,A>O. 
The best linear unbiased estimator Mz,, for M is given by 
M” =M”,:= i &,X, n,lL k=-n ’ 
where 
(2n)! ’ 2j+h (A)j+k(A)jpk 
P’.r.=(2A+2),,jSk A (j+k)!(j-k)! 
and pk,_k=ph,,k for k=O,. . . , n. 
The associated mean square error is given by 
ElML -MI* = &+’ 
T(A +$T(i)(i),n! 
T(A + l)(A + l),(A +;), 
and satis$es 
lim n**+‘. ElMz,, - Ml2 = c~“~‘T(A ++)T(A +$). 
n-m 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
Proof. The measure Y = vP on [-1, l] associated with p is given by 
corresponding to the Jacobi polynomials P?@‘(x) with or = A -f, p = -$. Using 
(IO) we have to calculate the weights bi,k of (7) and a^,& of (9). From (7), (13) and 
(14) we get 
by =(2k+A)(A)k(A+t)k(4)nn! 
0 A. k!(;),(A + l),(A +;),, ’ 
(18) 
For calculating the a^,,k we use a formula of Gegenbauer. In fact, (2.7), (3.15) and 
Gegenbauer’s formula (7.5) in [2] together with (3.13) of [2] yield 
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where 
‘4 (2n)!(A)n+k(A)n-k 
aH~k=(2h)2,(n+k)!(n-k)!. 
The duplication formula for the Gamma function (see e.g. [l]) yields 
(A)j(A+i)j(2j)!= 1 and G)nn! (2n)! 
(2A )zjj ! ($I., (A + l),(A +$), = (2A +2),; 
Hence, the optimal pz,k defined by (11) reduce to 
(2n)! n 2j+A (A)j+k(A);-k 
= (2A + 2)2n ,:k A (j+k)!(j_k)!’ k=“‘..‘7n. 
The assertions on the mean square error follow at once from (6), (8), (14) and the 
asymptotics of the Gamma function. 0 
Remark. (1) Considering the limit case A + O’, we get from (15) that p0n.k = 
1/(2n+l)fork=-n,..., n. Hence, we may denote the arithmetic mean estimators 
2, also by M’j,. 
(2) In the case A EN the coefficients pE,k can be simplified: First, we may write 
P:~=c*(n).j~kA(2j+A).A~‘[(j+i)‘-k2] 
i=l 
with 
(2n)! 
cA(n)=(2A+2)2,(A!)2’ 
By the identity A(2j+A)=(j+A)2-k2-(j2-k2), we then have 
@&=cA(n).jek( i [(j+i)2-k2]-*~‘[(j+i)2-k2] 
r=l i=O > 
ie, [(n+i)2-k2]- i [(k-l+i)2-k2]). 
i=l 
The second product vanishes, and thus we finally get 
(2n)! h 
P~,k=(2A+2)2n(A!)2.i~,[(n+i)2-k21, k=-n,...,n. 
In this context, we give a short example for illustration: 
Let (XnLB be the MA(l)-process defined by X,, -M = Z,, -Z,_, , (Z,,)nEL a white 
noise. The corresponding spectral measure is 
d/&)=L(l-cost)dl, 
7F 
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and thus (17) yields 
E(M:,, - Ml*= 0(l/n3), 
where Mz,, is built up with the above coefficients @A,, . For comparison, we calculate 
the variance of the arithmetic mean %,,. As 
we obtain 
EIXn - MI2 = 2/(2n + 1)2 = 0( l/n’). 
From the results of Section 3 it will follow that for an ARMA(p, q) process (X,,)ncZ 
among the estimators M”, , A = 0, . . . , q, there is one which is asymptotically optimal. 
Thus the estimators Mt, A ~0, are of some importance. Of course, the methods 
developed above can also be used to derive optimal weights pz,k for various classes 
of spectral measures which are different from those of Theorem 3. In the sequel we 
shall give three examples. 
Proposition 1. Let (Xn)ntL be a weakly stationary process with mean M and spectral 
measure p of the kind 
dp(t)=c(l-cos*t)*dt, with c,h>O. 
Then the best linear estimator Mz,, for M is given by 
ML = ,i_ P:,kXk, 
n 
wherefork=O,...,n, 
(A +$)n! 
P’k=(n+A+$(2A+l),, 
n j+A (A)(j+k)/2(A)(j-k)/2 
j”k A (;(j+k))l($(j-k))!’ PzPk=Pzk’ 
,+k even 
The corresponding mean square error is given by 
E(M:,, - Ml2 = ~2~“+’ 
T(A +;)T(A +$)(A +i),n! 
r(2A + 1)(2A + l),(A +;),, 
and satisjies 
lim n2*+‘. EIMz,, - Ml2 = ~2*“+‘r(A ++)T(A +$). 
n+cc 
Proof. We have dv(x) = c( 1 - x~)“-“~ dx, leading to the ultraspherical polynomials 
P(Ap1’2,h-“2). In the same way as before we get 
b _ (k+A)(2A),(A +i)n! 
“‘k-A.k!(n+A+;)(2A+1), 
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and 
~C/1/2.A-1/23(~~~ t) = f_ an,k eikr, 
k=-n 
where for nE&and k=O,...,n, 
n! (A) (n+k),2(h)(n-k),2 
an,k = (2A), ($(n+k))!(;(n-k))! if n+k even’ 
0 if n+k odd, 
and a,,-k = a,,&. 
Combining the bn,k and a,,& as in (lo), we obtain the optimal weights Pz$k. For 
the mean square error we have 
Elf%, - MI2 = 2x,( V) = ~2~~+’ 
r(h +$)r(h +$)(A ++),,n! 
r(2A + 1)(2A + l),(A +$),’ 
and the asymptotic formula follows as before. 0 
The next two examples describe the optimal coefficients for AR(l) resp. AR(2) 
processes. 
(1) Consider dp( t) = (c/]h(ei’)12) dt, where c> 0, h(e”) = 1 + (Y e”, cr E IL!, 
1+1. The associated measure vcL on [ -1, l] is given by dv,(x) = 
(c/(( 1 + a2+2~x)~)) dx. From [13, Theorem 2.61 it follows that the corre- 
sponding orthogonal polynomials can be written as 
P,(x)= 1 and P,(x) =A T,(x) +(y 
lfa 
T,_,(x) for n EN, (19) 
where T.,(cos t) = cos nt. Calculating h”(n) gives 
h”(0) =!$ 2(1+ ff) and h”(n)=h”(O)~ 
From (19), (20) we now obtain the a,,& and bn,k which combine to the optimal pz,k. 
Explicitly we have: 
Proposition 2. Let (Xn)nEH be an AR( 1)-process with mean M and spectral measure 
dp(t) = (c/]h(ei’)12) dt, where c>O, h(ei’)=l+aeif, (YE& Ial<l. Then the best 
linear unbiased estimator MC,, for M (n E N) is given by 
M:,, = i P:,kXk 
k=mn 
where 
p:,k = 
1+ff 
1-a+2n(l+a) 
fork=-(n-l),...,n-1 
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and 
Pit-* = PiLl = 
1 
l-cu+2n(l+Cr)’ 
The least mean square error is given by 
ElM :,, - Ml2 = 
27rc 
(1-(u+2n(l+cX))(l+a) 
for n E N, and satisfies 
27rc 
lim(2n+1).ElM~,,-M12=~ 
n+cX? (l+(Y)2’ q 
(2) Assume that dp(t)=(c/lh(ei’)12) dt, where c>O and h(e”)=l+a e”+P e”‘, 
h(e”) without zeros. We have dv,(x) = (c/a(x)) dx, where a(x) = 1-t cz2+p2 
+(~cx+~cYP)x+~/~T~(x), and again we derive from [13, Theorem 2.61 that 
PO(X) = 1, PI(X) = l+;+p ((l+Pb+a) 
and 
P”(X) = l+;+p (T,(x)+(yT,-,(x)+~pT,-2(x)). 
Similar calculations as for the AR(l)-case lead to the following optimal P:,k: 
Proposition 3. Let (Xn)neZ be an AR(2)-process with mean M and spectral measure 
dp(t) =(c/lh(ei’)12) dl, where c>O and h(e”)= l+a e”+/3 eZi’ has no zeros. The 
best linear unbiased estimator Mz,, for M (n = 2,3, . , .) is then given by 
M:,, = j, P:,kXk, 
where 
Pz,k = I+;+’ fork=-(n-2),...,n-2, 
n 
with N,=l--a-3/3+2n(l+cr+p). q 
3. Asymptotically optimal linear unbiased estimators 
It is easy to see that every weakly stationary ARMA-process has a spectral measure 
of the form 
dp(t) = (1 -cos t)“g(cos t) dt, 
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where A is a nonnegative integer and g is a rational nonnegative function with 
g( 1) > 0. Generalizing the result of Grenander and Rosenblatt (see Theorem 2), we 
can prove that the estimators M”, built up with the coefficients p:,, of (15) are 
asymptotically optimal. First of all however we show that the M”, are consistent if 
p is continuous at 0. 
Theorem 4. Let (X,,)ntZ be an arbitrary weakly stationary sequence with mean M and 
spectral measure TV on (-~~7~1. For A >O the linear unbiased estimators M”, = 
Cz=_,, /Ii,kXk are consistent, provided t_~({0}) = 0. 
Proof. Fix A > 0 and define the measure v, on [ -1, l] as dv, (x) := 
(l-x)“~“*(1+~)~“*dx. We have 
71 ElMt - Ml*= ]Bt(e”)1* dp(t), 
-IT 
where 
B”,(e”):= i p^,,, eik’ = i b”,,,P”,(cos t) 
k=-n k=O 
with 
P;(x) = P(kh-I’*‘-“*)(x) and b^,,k = 
h”A(k) 
C;=o hUA(j)’ 
Using the Christoffel-Darboux formula (12), we obtain for t E (-n, n], t # 0, 
IB”,(e”)( = 
h”A(n) P;+,(cos t) - P;(cos t) 
sb;,, 
2a. 
C;eo h”A(j) ‘,‘” cost-l ’ lcos t-11’ 
since 0~ a,, G 1 and IP”,(cos t)( s P”,(l) = 1 (cf. [S]). Using (18) and the asymptotics 
of the Gamma function we get lim,,, b”,,, = 0. Hence, B”,(e”) converges to xior( t) 
pointwise for all t E (-T, T], and Lebesgue’s theorem of dominated convergence 
yields the assertion. 0 
Theorem 5. Let (X,,)ntl be a weakly stationary process with mean M and spectral 
measure t_~ of the kind 
dp(t) = (1 -cos t)“g(cos t) dt, 
where A > 0 and g : [-1, l] -+ [0, co) is a continuous function with g( 1) # 0, having at 
mostfinitely many zeros of3nite order each. Denote by Mz,, the corresponding optimal 
linear unbiased estimator and by M”, the estimator built up with the p^,,k of (15). Then 
lim n’*+’ .ElM:,- M]*=2*+‘g(l)T(A+$)~(A+$) 
n-x 
= lim n*“+‘.ElM&-M1*. 
n+m 
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Proof. Define the measures pA and V, as d+*(t) = (1 - cos t)^ dt and dv,(x) = 
(1 - x)*~“*( 1 +x)-“’ dx, and denote Bt (e”) as in the proof of Theorem 4. We shall 
again transfer the argument from the proof of Theorem 4.5.8 in [ll], employing a 
recent result of [9], where an appropriate generalization of Fejer kernels in the 
context of Jacobi polynomials is investigated. Set 
k=O 
where ‘ *’ denotes the hypergroup convolution on No with respect to (P:(x)),,+,, 
g, the sequence defined by gn(k) = 1 for 0 4 k c n and g,,(k) = 0 for k > n, see 
[9, Chapter III]. We shall use the following facts which are contained in [9]: 
(9 g,*g,(O) = i h”&(k), 
k-0 
(see [9, proof of Lemma 2]), 
I 
1 
(iii) %,(x)f(x) dv,(x)+f(l) asn+a for everyfEC([-1, 11) 
-1 
(see [9, Theorem 21). 
Since B”,(e”) = (l/g, *g,(O))&(cos t) is an element of Ti, and in view of (ii) 
we have 
2 J 
1 = gn * L%?(O) F:n(xk(x) dv,(x). -I 
Passing over to the limit n + cc and using (iii), we obtain 
(a) ~~~g,*g,(O).h,(tL)~28(1). 
Furthermore, by the assumption on g there exists a trigonometric polynomial R of 
degree m with R(l)= 1, real coefficients and such that IR(e”)l*/g(cos t) is a con- 
tinuous function on (YT, ~1. Given any trigonometric polynomial B E Tf, , we have 
B.RE T;,,. Hence using the orthonormal system ((P,,),,+, with respect to pA on 
T we can write 
J m 2n+*m X ~Ti k;, cp,(e")B(e")R(e") eicn+"'jT cpk(e") dp*(r). 
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Setting t = 0, Schwarz’s inequality yields 
16 IB(ei’)12g(cos T) dpUh(T) 
From (4), (7) and (8) we obtain 
where S is defined by S(cos T) = IR(e”)l*. 
Since B is an arbitrary element of T!, and again in view of (iii) this yields 
(b) 
1 
1~~_mmg,+,*g,+,(O)h,(CL).- 
Q(l)’ 
From (14) (with (Y = A -4, p = -t) and the asymptotics of the Gamma function we 
get 
. gntm *g,+*(O) 
!+% g,*g,(O) =17 
and thus (a) and (b) imply 
~_mmg,*g,(O).h,(~)=2g(l). 
The asymptotic behavior of 
g,*g,(O) = i h”A(k) =-!-- 
k=O I”(%) 
is given by (17) and the second equality 
the proof of the first equality note that 
f-n 
in the assertion of Theorem 5 follows. For 
3 l-1 
EIMM”, - ~1~ = 
J 
IB^,(ei’)12 dp( t) = L &(x)g(x) dv,(x). 
-.n g, *&L(O) J -1 
Using again (iii) and the asymptotic behavior of g, *g,, (0), we obtain the first equality 
in the assertion. 0 
Conclusion. In concrete applications the result of Theorem 5 suggests to use some 
of the above MA-estimators in addition to the arithmetic mean. In particular when 
estimating the mean of a weakly stationary ARMA(p, q) sequence (X,,)ntZ by 
MO,=& ML,..., MZ, there will be exactly one among these estimators which is 
asymptotically optimal. 
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